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Ford, Carter win in Florida

Gerald R. Ford

Jimmy Carter

MIAMI (AP)- With more than 75
per cent of the precincts counted.
President Gerald R. Ford was
capturing 53 per cent of the
Republican ballots and Jimmy Carter
was ahead of the field with .'5 per cent
of the Democratic vote.
George C. Wallace was gaining .'per cent of ihe Democratic vote and
Henry M. Jackson " per -ent.
Howard H. Callaway. Ford's
campaign manager, said he telephoned
the President at the White House and
"told him ihe campaign here gives him
a victory."
Carler. in Orlando, said he had
scored a majoi success. "I think it "s
obvious lhal our success here in
Florida againsl Gov. Wallace, who
earned ihe sialc in 1972, is a major
step forward for us," he said.
FOR CARTER, ihe victory
provided a lilt back lo the top of the

Democratic Held. He, Wallace and
Jackson of Washington were ihe only
major contenders lo venlure into
Florida. The liberal candidates weie
listed on ihe ballot bul passed up the "
campaign.
Wallace had tanked as the
Democratic favorite, off his victory in
Florida four years ago, when he polled
42 pei cent of ihe vole. The Alabama
governor had said he didn'l expect to
lose this time. Coupled with his
third-place showing in Massachusetts a
week ago, ihe Florida loss left him a
campaigner with no evident base of
support,
Cailer ran fourth in Massachuseiis.
but victory in Florida established lum
once again ai Ihe top of the
Democratic field.
Jackson was running third in the
Democratic primary, his effort lo
capitalize on a Massachusetts victory

Senate bill may limit press
By James Sluzewski
Editorial Editor
"The Congress shall make no law...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press..."

[i

Those words, adopted as part of the
first amendment to ihe Constitution
of the United States by Congress in
1791, have long been cherished by
journalists.
But that freedom given the press
184 years ago is being senously
challenged today by Senate Bill One
(the Criminal Justice Reform Act of
1975), currently in the House
Judiciary Committee.
S.I. as it is commonly known, is Ihe
result of almost 10 years of woik by
the Brown Commission and several
Congressmen.
THE BILL'S more than 700 pages
propose a complete -revamping of Ihe
criminal code, including several
sections which would severly limit

freedoms the Amencan press now
enjoys.
For example, undei the stipulations
of S.I. the releasing of classified
government documents, such as die
Pentagon Papers, could cost a
journalist up to $100,000 in fines and
a jail sentence of seven years.
The unauthorized release of other
government information could lead lo
a Minil.ii line and possible lite
imprisonment.

News
analysis
The premise many ol Ihe press
freedom limitations are based upon is
that it doesn't matter where a reporter
got ihe classified information, whether
he knew it was confidential or what it
concerned: but ili.il the offense
consists of simply publishing material
considered, secret, by the .government.
UNDER SUCH a law. il is
conceivable that every newsman who

participated in uncovering Watergate
or other government misconducts
would now be serving lime.
According to "The Outlaw." the
journal of the Prisoners Union.
"Presumably Jack Anderson would be
breaking rock al Lompoc loday tor
exposing Nixon's pretense ol
neutrality in the Indian-Pakistan War."
The limitation! on the press,
however, are not the only provision!
of ihe law. It deals in every aspect of
criminal lustice. court proceedines and
revisions of definition, explanation
and punishment Cor almost every
federal crime.
For example, ihe problem of illegal
aliens crossing the United
States-Canada and Mexico borders end
entering the job market was
considered by the lawmakers when
writing the hill.
ACCORDING lo S.I. anyone who
illegally enters oi resides in the U.S,
. -faces a penally ul up Lo tliiee years in
prison and a line lhal could reach
SI,000. A person helping mother

■Segal!) eiuci this country face) up lo
seven years imprisonment.
As an answer lo skyrocketing crime
rates, the bill provides life
Imprisonment and possible $ 100,000
line Cor homicide
S.I also calls Cor ihe death penalty
in several offenses, including murdei
during an act of kidnaping, treason,
sabotage, espionage, escape from
pnson, arson oi aircraft hijacking.
The death penally can also be used
against a criminal found guilty of
killing a president of the United
Stales, the chief ol a foreign slate,
head ol a gov eminent or a foicipt
dignitary.
A simiiiai penally can be assessed
for kidnaping, if ihe Victim is nol
released unharmed before the
commencement of the criminal triad.
A LESSER sanction of not more
than 15 years can he given If the
viiInn is released without injury.
Appaienlly support for S.I. has
dwindled since luni introduced i"
Congiess in January. I97S
To page three

Ford soys economic recovery reol, strong
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Ford said yesterday lhal "there can no
longer be any doubl thai America's
economic recovery is teal, it is strong
and we intend to make il permanent."
Ford told the 57th annual
convention of the Assixialed General
Contractors of America thai the
economy is on the road to new
prosperity.
"We are working out of the worst
recession in 40 years." he said, citing
declines in government figures on
inflation, unemployment and
wholesale prices and recent increases
in leading economic indicators, orders
for durable goods and real earnings.

The President said Ihe economic
recovery is the result of his programs,
including tax cuts for individuals, lax
incentives for business expansion and
job production, extended assistance
for those hardest hit by the recession
and his vetoes of bills he said
contained excessive spending.

til inio their plans this year." he said.
This was an apparent reference to
Ford's Republican challenger, former
California Gov. Ronald Reagan, who
<m Sunday accused Ford of yielding to
election year pressures and of using
artificial stimulants to perk up the
economy.

"It's easy to get lost in a sea of
statistics when we talk about
economics," Ford said. "Bul let me
assure you of one thing: These figures
are not political fiction: they are
economic facts. And they arc pointing
us on Ihe road lo a new prosperity.
"Some people, especially some
politicians, may deny il, because the
prospect of prosperity in 1976 didn't

Reagan cited the experience of the
last presidential campaign when he
said the economy improved dunng the
political year, then turned downward
after the election.
IN NEW YORK, Ihe slock market
jumped the 1.000-ljarner of Ihe Dow
Jones industrial average for two brief
instances yesterday but finally settled

for a slender gain well below the
critical mark.
The average surged more than 11
points to 1.001 in the first 45 minutes
of trading, hut had dropped back in
99.? .70 by closing.
The brief period above the
1,000-maik was the lirsi since Feb. 13,
197.? when the Dow was above thai
level on an inlraday basis.
The market proved by its hesitation
thai the Dow 1,000-mark packs |
powerful punch psychologically. A
decisive move above thai level seems
lo bring on more confident buying,
while indecision, as displayed in
yesterday's session, spurs ihe profit
takers.

soured by a Florida showing that had
him far hack of Carler and Wallace.
The olhcr votes were scattered, and
Pennsylvania Gov. Milton J. Shapp,
the only olher active campaigner,
pronounced himself satisfied with his
share of the volc-which was running
al 2 per cent.
THERE WERE, signs of trouble for
Wallace from the moment the returns
began rolling in. wiih Carter running
siiong in tural counties that once
belonged to Ihe Alabama glwernor.
It was the payoff on a year-long
campaign by Carter, a Conner governor
ol Georgia, who had made more dian
30 campaign tnps to Florida. Il was
his third pi unary win. a southern
victory to go with eadlei triumphs in

New Hampshire and Vermont.
The slakes were high for Ford and
Ronald Reagan in their second
head-on contest, after the President's
narrow, lead-off victory in New
Hampshire two weeks ago. The partial
Florida figures left Reagan a
challenger in need of a comeback,
although he insisted that he'd be there
when the votes are counted at the
Republican National Convention next
summer.
Flection officials in seveial areas
reported heavy voting despite rain and
threatening skies which darkened
much of the state. Officials had
predicted that less than half the state's
.'.4 million registered voters would go
to the polls.

Bullet debate goes on
By Ri nee Murawski
Staff Reporter
Debate over a possible change in the
type ol bullet earned by University
Police continued yesterday at a
meeting ol the University
Police -Com in u n 11 y Advisory

Committee (UPCAC),
Dr. Thomas D. Klein. assistant
professor ol English and chairman ol
ihe ammunition subcommittee of
i PCA( in charge of investigating
alternative bullet types, said the
subcommittee probably will make i
recommendation on the bullet issue ai
ihen next meeting, Apnl 6,
THI SUBCOMMITTEE is expected
in recommend a change from ihe
ISO-grain lead round-nosed bullet.
currently used by University Police, to
a llO-graln jacketed hollow-point
bullet.
Stefanla E. Gross, assistant
professoi of the language laboratory
and the only opposing member of the
slx-membei subcommittee delivered a
minority, report to UPC AC members,
In il. Gioss pioposed Ilia! the
recommendation be delayed until
more research is available.
According to her report, an
Investigation conducted by the
Institute of Behavioral Science al the
University ol Colorado which served as
ihe basis for much of the
subcommittee'! research on bullets.
was incomplete.

"The Colorado study, however fine,
barely scratched the surface of
scientific Itsaaich which should be
done on ballistics, and especially on
the effect of different bullets on
human bodies rather than gelatin
blocks," Gross said.
IN OTHER action, UPC AC moved
to form a subcommittee at its next
meeting lo investigate alternative
crime control measuies.
The decision came aflei Dr. William
(). Reicherl. professor of political
science, suggested thai more humane
devices' than guns exist to control
violence.
"The police department on a college
campus has lo have a different
approach to law enforcement than
police in New York City," Reichert

■aid.

"WE SHOULD begin discussing
alternative! and get away from looking
at killing power of various bullels.
There are no psychopaths on this
campus." lie said.
Reicherl also suggested lhal polke
carry Iheil guns in the trunks of their

can.
However. University Police Director
Dale Shaffer said. "Ii is unrealistic to
hide anus."
Shatter also pointed out a recent
survey conducted on altitudes toward
ihe University Police showed thai 92.8
per cent of students surveyed Cavored

■imed officers,

Editor of Key chosen
Lit! M. Venner. senior, yesterday
was named as the editor ol the 1977
Key by University Publications
Committee.
She lias worked Cor the Key since
hei freshman year as a pholographer.
laboratory technician and general staff
member, Venner was an intern for
Ohio Sen. Robert Tall Jr. last summer
and will work in his Toledo office next
Slimmer.
"One change which I llunk may be

necessary In the coming year is a cut in
salaries." Venner said. "Since Ihe
yearbook is a self-sufficient
organization, receiving no funds from
the University, it will be important to
budget the money and siill come out
with an attractive and functional
yearbook thai people will want to
buy."
Increased sales and luring of a photo
editor-chief photographer will also
have high priority, she said.

City to file for grants
By Norms Sleele
Staff Reporter
In a special meeting Monday night.
City Council unanimously passed a
resolution allowing the city lo file a
preliminary application for
community development block grants.
Council then approved the application
prepared by the city planning
department.
Community development block
grants are federal funds awarded to
provide community services and
projects.
The preliminary application must be
filed by Friday with the department of
Housing and Urban Development in
Columbus. The department will either
reject the proposal or invite the city to
file a full application. George H.
Russell, director of planning, housing
and zoning, said.

Weather
Partly cloudy and cool through
today. Low tonight in the mid
20s. Highs today and tomorrow
40 to 45. Chance of precipitation
10 per cent today and 20 per cent
tonight.

THE APPLICATION will be
evaluated according to a formula. A
priority figure for the city will then be
issigned.
Russell said the cily has a good
chance of receiving community
development funds because of the high
number of low income residents.
Off-campus studenls are included in
this figure and serve to lower the city
average, he said.
The city's high cost of living also
tends lo lower the average income of
families living here, Russell said.
Council approved a pnority listing
for the projects for which the grants
could be used, including:
(lit- acquisition of land adjacent to
the Wintergarden Park, expanding the
park's facilities.
-the purchase of an additional
downtown parking lot, located behind
LaSalles department store.
-the defrayal of the cost of Ward II
street improvements.
IF THE CITY is granted
development funds, they will be
included in the 1976 fiscal year
budget.
The expansion of Carter Park was
implemented with the $84,000 in
community development grants the
city received last year.

Wagon walk

What do you do when your card decides it doesn't
want to take you all the way to class? You either
could leave it parked in the middle of Ridge Street, or

you could get three friends to give you a push like
this driver did. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

ft* 2/Tke BG Newt, Wednesday. Much 10,1976

thefallen american

eprreRiaLS
congress—get serious
Some national legislators are famous for wasting time pushing
through legislation that is either useless or hopeless or both.
One such ill-considered measure is Senate Bill One, often referred
to as S. I.
__ S. I has been on the legislative drawing board since the
mid-1960's. It was originally begun as a reorganization of the
criminal justice code, lor decades in need of revision.
Following Watergate disclosures of political scandals, sponsors of
the bill added a rider which could cripple the publication of
confidential government documents, such as the Pentagon Papers.
The rider stipulates that the press print only such confidential
information as the government deems publishable. The press would
be subject to the possibly arbitrary censorship of the administration,
the public cheated of knowledge it should possess.
Not only is such censorship unethical, it quite possibly constitutes
a violation of the first amendment to the Constitution, guaranteeing
freedom of speech and of the press.
Fortunately, S. 1 has encountered considerable opposition within
the legislature. Such opposition should convince national lawmakers
of the suppression of liberty inherent in the bill.
Effective legislation depends on responsible lawmaking and not
vengeful, arbitrary political tactics.

WASHINGTON -Richard Nixon
has been back in the news, but enough
'Ime has passed since he left
Washington so that no good is served
by renewing old controversies.
Without approving, defending or
exculpating him, we have arrived at a
moment when it is more important to
try and understand what went on with
him than to continue damning him.
A beginning can be made by noting
■hat many foreigners were as confused
by Richard Nixon's fall from power as
Americans were by the Chinese
cultural revolution. Both events were
quite incomprehensible to outsiders.
Europeans, especially, have been
appalled and mystified at what appears
to them to have been a sudden, savage
and self-destructive dismemberment of
an American President whom they
regarded not as a vile criminal, but as
an effective and creative statesman.
THIS DISMEMBERMENT of
Richard Nixon was accomplished in a
manner vaguely parallel to the usages
of the Chinese cultural revolution. Our
wall posters, however, were the mass
media. Never in our history has a
president been so ferociously, but
more importantly so universally
assailed. How did this unique event
occur?

The prevailing view is that Nixon
was first sought out in the Watergate
burglary by several enterprising
journalists, who were then joined by
other media investigators until so
much damaging evidence was amassed
that 'an indignant Congress, a
courageous judiciary and a shocked
and angry people drove this
malevolent man from power.
If you believe that, you also
probably can be convinced that if you
kiss a toad it'll turn into a prince.
The first compromising Watergate
stories caused no significant media
reaction. Seven months or thereabouts
were to go by while Nixon was being
reelected before the media avalanche
hit him. During all that time, the
Washington press corps, which was
indeed as hostile to Nixon as he often
accused them of being, were kept on
the leash by their editors and
publishers and required to write the
kind of shallow perfunctory drivel
they are again writing about this year's
elections.
WHAT SET of circumstances or
events decided the owners of the
media to let slip their war dogs, have
at Nixon and provide the background
crowd noise needed to decapitate the
man? Only historians, provided they
ever get access to the right material,

By this act he threatened the
will be able to formulate some
answers, but there are ways of looking stability, continuity and control of
these great fused nodules of public and
at Richard Nixon's position about the
private interest or baronies, as political
time of his second inauguration that
philosopher Marcus Raskin, to whom
suggest who or what may really have
I'm indebted for many of these ideas.
got ten rid of the man.
Congress. Nixon had discovered that calls them.
What Richard Nixon- contemplated
a modern president can, to a very large
degree, rule without Congress as long doing was actually running the
government, something no president in
as he goes through the outward form
of pretending it is an equal branch of seven decades had attempted. To do it
government. Nixon didn't do that, so he'd not only alienated the
government he proposed to run, but y
he had built up a body of resentment
on Capitol Hill that, other he was also planning to do it in such a
way as to cause every interest group to
circumstances being right, would use
the falling residual powers of Congress . worry that its long-held privileges and
influence were in danger, thanks to
to bushwack him.
The Pentagon, the CIA and the this new centralization of power.
THE PRESIDENT to be elected
State Department. The available
next fall may succeed in this kind of
evidence indicates that all three had
"streamlining" of government.
come to think him a dangerous man.
Certainly much of the reform talks
not/ only because they had been cut
out of the decision making, but also suggest that's the direction we're going
because they thought he was moving in, but Nixon couldn't bring it off.
He didn't have enough trustworthy
toward military disaster for us in his
people to put in pivotal positions, nor
negotiations with the Russians.
did he have a large personal following,
The bureaucracy. Shortly after his
a la George Wallace, that he might
reelection, Nixon demanded the
have used to intimidate opponents. As
resignation of the 2.000 top
the smarter observers said at the turnbureaucrats in Washington. At one
of his landslide reelection, his support
stroke he threatened every structure in
was a thousand miles wide and five
the government and invited large-scale
inches deep.
disloyalty toward him. Historians will
How we have a possible explanation
want to test the hypothesis that a
for the man's fall. Secretive, suspicious
frightened bureaucracy defended itself
by passing huge amounts of and painfully unloveable, he made no
move to reassure anybody, not even
compromising information to the
members of the ruling elites, many of
media and Congress.
THE ATTEMPT to destroy the whom were inclined to regard him as
departmental and cabinet systems.
an unpleasant grind and a vulgar
Nixon also announced he was creating parvenu. The barons and the baronies
a super cabinet that would run the
made ready to protect themselves.
government directly out of the White
To topple him, one more element
House. The vast and elaborate
was needed, the media storm to incite
departmental and regulatory system is the millions to eject the crook, the tax
the indispensable prop to every cheat, the ultimate Fallen American.
important interest group in the
country from oil refining to social
Copyright 1976, The Washington
work.
Post-King Features Syndicated

foot in the mouth
Bv Richard Parrish
Coordinator of State
and Community Affairs
Student Government Association
Guest Student Columnist

x

ON W HELP MR.CARIH.PX?- HIS SMILE IS STUCK-'

Lerrers
ask me

I would like to remind the newly
elected members of the Student
Government Association that the
purpose of the organization is' to
represent the student body.
Now how do you expect the
student body to have any respect for
student government if you cannot
display unity within and respect one
of your own members.
If certain people had been as quick
to contact me as they were to get their
name in print, they would have served
this organization far better.
As it now stands. The BG News
seems to be conducting the business of
this group. They saw fit to interview
everyone except the one person
directly involved. Namely me. Not one
member of student government had
the decency to contact me personally
regarding this mat let.
II this what the students of this
University can expect in the future?
You seem to forget that members of
student government are still members
of the student body, which you are
obligated to represent. Now how can
you represent anyone or any issue if
you make no effort to find out both
sides of the matter on all facts
regarding the issue.
At first. I fell an apology was due
m«.
Now I feel by your own actions you
hive brought far more disgrace to a
fine organization than you have tome.
My term of office will soon be over,
but let me remind you that it is an
honor to serve on student government
and suggest you serve in an honorable
manner.
Brad Bauer
Student Senator
127 E. Merry

bad
comparison'
We would like to direct our remarks
to Mr. Garfield concerning his story on
the "impeccable" Mike Hartman,
which appeared in The News on Feb.
2$.
Mr. Garfield, how could you have
the audacity to compare the style of
Bobby Clarke to the style of Mike
Hartman?

You stated that, "Just as Clarke is
Mr. Hustle to the Flyers, Hartman can
claim that title at BG."
About the only time Mike Hartman
shows true hustle is when he is bearing
down on the opposing goalie, or
running his patented "take it around
the net, stuff it in the short side" play.
Although we are not true scholars
of the game of hockey it is not hard to
notice Mike's lack of interest in the
skills of forechecking and
backchecking.

We feel that when a player shows
these abilities, along with the ability to
score, he then may qualify for the title
of Mr. Hustle.
We can't help feel bad for Tom
Esper. Rich Nagai, and others who
may not score as frequently, but play
at both ends of the ice.
These guys are not 40 goal scorers,
but they exemplify what hockey is all
about.
Where was he against Lake Superior,
Notre Dame, Michigan, and St. Louis?
Funny how the mid-season scoring
slump came during the most difficult
segment of the schedule.
Had not his name been in the
program we might have missed him.
But the Buffalo series showed us alot,
they were pretty tough competition.
Right?
We're sure it's a little difficult for
some to accept that Mike won the
meet "prestigious" Rink Rat award,
which is supposed to go to the playet
who displays all around hustle and
ability, the most valuable in all phases
of the game.
We're sure though, that the
selection of Mike Hartman as winner
was no fluke.
BG has some of the most competent
judges of hockey talent, all those
young giggly coeds who drool over
their knights in armor, and stuff the
ballot box for the player who
exhibited the outstanding smile or
flashed the most winks into the crowd.
Where have you been Mr. Garfield,
talking to one of those cute coeds, or
buying goodies at the concession
stand? To the best of our knowlege we
have never seen Mike stick his face in
front of anyone's fist in defense of a
teammate.
But you said, "Most fans only know
Mike as the guy sticking his neck in
whenever tempers flair," funny
though, we must not have been
watching the same games.

I'd like to congratulate Ronald Ross
and Brett Geer for taking such a

It is nice to have friends in sports,
especially when you are a sports
writer, but it is your duty to the
readers for accurate and honest
reporting, which sometimes means
citing weaknesses as well as strong
points.
It is sometimes easier to kiss
someone's rear end than to write a
good truthful article.
We would like to see you give credit
where credit is due, to the real
"impeccable warriots". We are sure the
true fans of the game know who they
are.
Tape this on your locker, Mike!
Mark Tooman
Larry Kayser
418Conklin
Dave Lenzen
John Zettler
10l5Ofihr/West
Karen Dietrich
107 Darrow
Reed Brown
405 Conklin
Pam Kettman
206 Darrow

Van Wright
406 Offhr/West

abortion
complex
Abortion is a much more complex
moral issue than Ms. Slattery implies
in her letter published February 25.
The major question is, of course,
when does a fetus become a person
who deserves all the rights, privileges,
and protection of a citizen? At
ovulation? At conception? When a
heartbeat can be detected? When
movement begins? When brain activity
is detected? When it can live outside
the womb? At birth?
Science cannot yet answer the
question. If we turn to religion for
guidance, we find no consensus,
though the majority of world religions
choose a point of development
sometime after the third month. From
a legal perspective, fetuses are not
now, nor have historically been
recognized as having the rights of
citizens. NO records are kept of their
existence; they do not have to be
buried, cannot inherit or own
property.
Now we come to the question of
whether the "rights" (recognized by
precious few) of the unborn supercede

the rights of the bom. IF your answer
to the first question is placed anytime
before birth, the moral dilemma
presented by the second can become
agonizing. In an emergency situation,
which do you save first, mother or
unborn child? Who does the unborn
child belong to--the state? the mother?
both parents equally? God?
Some people have answered all of
my questions for themselves. But. in
view of the fact that most people, as
well as major institutions of this
country—scientific, religious, and
legal- have not been able to answer
them, the importance of leaving this
matter to individual conscience
becomes apparent.
The opinions of those who oppose
abortion are just that-opinions. They
are no more or less valid than the
opinions of anyone else and should
not be legally forced on the majority
of people who do favor legalized
abortion.
So again, while abortion is a
complex moral issue, the only
question relevant to its legality is
whether or not all women (including
poor women) will have access to safe
medical procedures.
Linda K. Powell
Graduate Assistant
Psychology Department

parking
Being a commuter student, I am
extremely concerned with the lack, of
parking facilities on this campus. I
realize that this problem has been
brought up every year but I feel that
something should be done.
Specifically, I am referring to lots 9
and P. Lot 9 is a commuter lot,
however, it appears that one must
arrive before 8:30 a.m. if he hopes to
find a space. This space problem is
enhanced by the fact that heavy road
equipment, cement blocks and other
building materials have been parked in
this lot for months and are occupying
several parking spaces.
I personally have received two
parking violation tickets in the past two
weeks purely due to the fact that the
university insists on handing out
tickets so generously, they should at
least use this money to provide for the
purchase and construction of more
parking lots.
Jean Fanning
400 Napoleon Road. No.336

commanding lead in BG's "Foot in
Mouth"contest. In Feb.13th BG News
editorial page, both Ronald and Brett
decided to tell the university students
how much they knew, or apparently
how much they didn't know about the
Student Government Association.
Brett, I'd say that you are the high
point man for the above mentioned
award by stating, "Having spent eight
quarters on this campus under SGA
rule, I feel somewhat qualified to
judge what SGA has done to help its
fellow students. Nothing." Now really
Brett maybe your describing what
you've done, but please don't give us
any of your credit.
I'd really like you to repeat that line
to Kim Jakeway. remember him Brett''
He spent most of spring quaitcr
organizing the Poe Ditch Music
Festival, for you and the rest of the
student body. But that was a long time
ago Brett, we had just taken office in
the spring so your lapse of memory is
forgiven.
However, surely you couldn't have
already forgotten about Dennis
Bottonari's struggle to get the
student's a new sports recreation
complex. After all he only had to get
10,000 signatures in one week and
present them to the Board of Trustees.
Of course Dennis had volunteers who
helped him get the signatures and pull
the deal off, but 1 just cannot
remember him mentioning your name
to me as one of these concerned
students who helped.
Also Btett, your memory has
seemed to fail you even once more by
forgetting how those concrete ramps
for the handicapped people got all
over the university. Mary Camellia is
one of those senators who thinks that
action is better than words. For the
past three quarters. Mary has
dilegently worked on projects for the
handicapped. Yes, Brett, even your
spring quarter scheduling paper had
some of Mary's work on the front
page.
Of course you must have forgotten
about Maiy Helen Framme's Academic
Hotline (PAAT), and Brett the list can
go on and on.
So Brett 1 can't possibly see how
you could say, "...don't feel so bad at
next election time when you sit back
and realize that once again you haven't
accomplished a damn thing..." Then
you go on to say. "Some may call me
a cynic. I prefer realist." Maybe you
should have added, some may call me
senile.
Now Ronald Ross, you come in a
close second. Your memory also seems
impared when you state, "Their failure
is evident in the steadily decreasing
turnout of voters for Student
Government Association (SGA)
elections." Come now Ronald, even
though there were horrible weather
conditions on election day this year, a
larger amount of students voted this
year than last year.

Then you rambled on to say that
the administration's power "...will be
used again if an SGA administration
ever takes office with enough guts to
attempt a project that could net the
student body some benefit." Well
Ronald it seems that.like your buddy,
you too have forgotten my food
coupon survey that I ran last spring
quarter.
After becoming weary of reading so
many complaints about the food in
the News. I decided to run the survey,
I thought that out of 7.000 students,
on campus I'd have no problem in 'J
recruiting volunteers to help me. So
after putting a notice in the News. I
got all of two. yes two volunteers. And
Ronald you weren't one of them. So
yiHi see Ronald, the administration
doesn't even have to use its so called
powers because the students really
could care less.
Perhaps I shouldn't say that because
BG does indeed have many armchair
quarterbacks who never had the guts
to actually try working for the
students instead of sitting in then soft
armchairs and theorizing the way it
should be.
Ronald I don't know where you
came up with the statement that.
"There was no opportunity for
students to voice their ideas on the
proposed constitution before it was set
up." but since winter quarter began
the Student Assembly, commuter
center, and interested students all had
an opportunity to voice their ideas on
the constitution. Were you present at
those meetings Ronald, or were you in
a nice soft chair in your dorm?
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Democracy discussed

local briefs
Pancake dinner
A pancake dinner will be held from 4-8 tonight at the
Sigma Chi fraternity. Admission is SI .50 for all you can
eat. Proceeds benefit the Wallace Village for Children.

Slide Show
Sally Hobbib. graduate student in art. will present a
slide show and discussion of images and toles of women
in art. The preset.tation is from 10-noon tomorrow in
the River Room. Union.

Film festival
Firelands Campus will sponsor an Experimental Film
Festival featuring a film contest, workshop, film
criticism, and a film (rend discussion.
The deadline for all films is March 20. Entry forms are
available at Firelands Campus.

UAO positions
Union Activities Organization (UAO) is accepting
applications for 14 committee chairmen. Applicants
must have one quarter of experience in die area in which
they desire to work.
Elections for the new chairmen will be held the
second week of spring quarter. For further details,
contact the UAO office, 372-2343.

Residence Life
The Residence Life Association will meet at 5 p.m.
today in the Student Court Room. Student Services
Bldg.

Correction

Yesterday's News reported incorrectly dial to be
eligible foi Basic Education Grants a student must not
have begun his undergraduate education before April I.
197.V
The April I. 1973 restnetion has been dropped and
any undergraduate enrolled at the University is eligible.

Economic talk
Dr. Charles R. Chittle. associate professor of
economics, will speak on "Foreign Direct Investment in
a Socialist Economy" at 3 p.m. Thursday, in 303
Education Bldg.

Women's health
The Women's Caucus will sponsor a program on
women's health at noon today in the River Room.
Union. Barbara O'Brien, a registered nurse, will speak.
The meeting is free and open to the public.

SGA meeting
The Student Government Association will meet at
tonight in 405 Student Services Bldg.

Q

America" is a celebration of
the American spirit and its
i nst itutions. In it.
Tocquevilleicalled Americans
"the freest and happiest
people in the world," and
said "the fate of the world
belongs to two great
nations; America and
Russia.""
Part II. written sevetal
years later, presented
"spectres of moral decay.
collapsed honor and
technology diminishing the
artisan as it advanced the
art." Nisbet said.
"Democracy in Amenca"
has risen and fallen in
popularity according to
MCla] climate. Nisbet said.
Welcomed in the 1850s. it
was first used as a textbook
TOCQUEVILLE in France.
"describes America, but
ACCORDING to Nisbet.
thinks Europe." Nisbet said.
Nisbet said Tocqueville was the 50s with theii
optimistic and affectionate "burgeoning psychological
about American democracy, insecurities" saw a
but thought that equality- renaissance of Tocqueville.
could become "envy- He became the "anatomist
of the middle class." Nisbet
inspired malice."
Pan I of "Democracy in said.

Alexis de Tocqueville
(1805-59), celebrated
French author, was the
subject of a lecture given by
Dr. Robert Nisbet Monday
night.
Nisbet. an Albert
Schweitzer professor of
humanities at Columbia
University, spoke of
Tocqueville as the
'"ambivilent and
ambiguous" author of
"Democracy in America."
Nisbet called the 1835
two-part work an
"iridescent classic." The
book is a composite of
Tocqueville's perceptions of
Jacksonian America and his
political theories, rooted in
the French Revolution.

S.1 difficulties seen
From page one
According to informed sources in Washington, many ol
Congress" liberal flank have withdrawn their suppoit lor the
proposal. Some df the bill's sponsors may have withdrawn
backing because of the bill's controversial nalute.
According to a spokesman for Republican Ohio Sen.
Robert Taft. a committee is being formed to investigate
some of the controversial areas of S.I and make suggestions
for possible amendments to make the proposal mote
acceptable to the Washington legislators.
The spokesman said the committee includes Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.). and S.I sponsor Sen. John
L. McClellan (D-Ark.)
A SOURCE in the office of Rep. John F. Seibeiling
(D-Ohio), said diere is no chance the bill will come out of
committee this year. The source added that the bill will
probably be sent to the criminal justice subcommittee of
the House Judiciary Committee.
Voter reaction to die bill has been practically
nonexistant.
The Seiberling aide said the public "is totally unaware of
5.1, and has no opinion of it at best."
S.I will probably have a long, hard road to travel and
may never pass, but national leaders will be looking for
voter input.
The proponents of S.I will have a difficult time
convincing its opponents of the merits of a revision in the
criminal justice system and the freedoms of the press.

With the rediscovered
German philosopher Karl
Marx. Tocqueville explored
progress and its stigmata.
Nisbet explained.
He said the questions
raised by these two writers
in the 50s are still
unanswered: the problem of
community alienation,
anemic, conformity and
"moral inflation
The debate between
Marx's and Tocqueville's
theories continues, Nisbel
said.
Nisbet said Tocqueville's
reputation as a Metal
prophet is based on his
prediction that it a great
revolution occured in the
United State*, II would be
built around racial relations
between blacks and whites.
Nisbct's appearance was
sponsored by the College ol
Arts and Sciences and the
departments ol history and

Dr. Robert Nisbet

sociology ,

Bonds to aid state's colleges
COLUMBUS (AP)-A
Chicago bank investors
group bought S100 million
in Ohio revenue bonds
yesterday in a long-awaited
sale 10 provide funds for
construction at
slate-assisted colleges and
untversi liM
The Ohio Public Facilities
Coniniision awarded the
bonds to a Syndicate headed
by Firsl National Bank ot
Chicago, ai 0.89 interest
tale ovet the 25-year life of
the bonds.
"Tins is much belter Uian
we had hoped 10 do when
we fitsi started talking
about the sale," a
commission spokesman said
Originally sei for Jan 20,
the sale was postponed on
the recommendation of
Gov. James A. Rhodes who
feared the questionable
financial status of the
41-story State Office Tower
could hurt the slate's credit
lating.
A SUBSEQUENT
agreement between the

Rhodes Administration and
Democratic legislative
leaders for I ihort-term
refinancing ol the building
cleared the way for the sale.
The bond commission
went into the sale with a
AA credit lating. highest
available foi revenue bonds,
and emeiged with an
interest rate more lluin a
point under the current

7.04 bond bu) tit index.
J a m es Vi,»on I a n d .
assistant secretai) to ihe
commission, said he was
satisfied with the outcome,
bill had hoped lor .i 6.6

interest,
The nei interest ai ihe
awarded i< 8° rate amounts
lo $114,368.
A second hid a 6 96 per
cent Interesl «;is submitted

In Morgan Guaranty Trust
Co. ot New York.
Tilt CHICAGO group
had 138 associates, an
unusuall) large number for
MI. Ii ,i tale, including some
well known joint managers:
Ihe Chase Manhattan Bank.
Chemical Hank, ihe Ohio
Co., Bankets Trust Co. and
RcMiolds Securities.

PURIM PARTY
TAKE A BREAK FROM CRAMMING
FOR FINALS AND JOIN
the
Jewish Students Group
for
AN AFTERNOON OF

Hamantaschen, Music,
Dance-the Whole Megillah!
Sunday, March 14,3 pm. Alumni Room of the Union
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English department revises evaluations
By Bob Bortel
Makeup Editor
A multi-purpose student
evaluation form for the
English department has
been chosen by the
department's ad hoc
committee for the study of
student evaluations.
The form is designed to
measure students' reactions
to various classroom
situations and teaching
methods, Martha C.
Eckman. assistant professor
of English and ad hoc
committee chairman said.
"It is designed to evaluate
class situations ranging from
workshops to lectures," she

said. "The various teaching
methods used in these
courses can also be
evaluated."
PART OF the new form
will allow students to
comment on the
effectiveness ol" the
instructor and the value ol
class activities. The
remainder of the form
consists of a computerized
questionnaire evaluating the
course and instructor
teaching methods. Eckman
said, adding that there may
be additional chances in the
form by the end of the
quarter.
"It should be effective
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John Sakellaris
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Gary Garguilo
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Gary Solarik
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Dick Smith
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L__
thanks to the old officers
for a job well done.

regardless of the
situation."' she said.

class

The ad hoc committee
also reduced the sets of
evaluations used by a
teacher. Eckman said.
Previously, a set ol
evaluations was collected
for each class the instructor
taught a quarter. Under the
new system, teachers will
submit a single set of
evaluations regardless of the
number of classes taught.

bach instructor will decide
which set to submit.
This plan will reduce the
number of evaluation forms
received by the College of
Arts and Science's
Promotion /Salary/Tenure
(PST) Committee. wtu>
consider the forms. In the
past, the PST Committee
has been swamped with
backlogs of paperwork.
Eckman said.
The student evaluations
committee held a general

discussion of student
evaluation forms. Topics
included were evaluation by
freshmen compared with
senioi evaluations, the
validity of student forms
and the effectiveness of
written forms compared
with computerized forms.
"'There is still a wide
variety of opinions about
student evaluations within
the English department,"
Eckman said.

HOWDY PODNERS!

$ WEDNESDAY IS $
III LLAR DAY

AmyROTC
Now you can take it
in2,years,too.
If you missed taking Army ROTC in your first two years
of college, you may not have missed out. Because of the
Army ROTC Two-Year program. You'll have to attend a special sixweek camp the summer before your junior year. But you'll be
well paid for it.
And altogether, you'll earn a total of about $2,900 to help you
through your last two years of college. Then you'll earn a commision as an officer at the same time you earn a college degree.

******** ft*************

ROAST BEEF
PLATTER JRoy

Enjoy Roy's Famous Roast Beef Sandwich:
Tender, juicy roast round of beef sliced
thin and stacked high on a sesame seed
bun, on a platter with cowboy fries and
crisp cole slaw.

HELP YOURSELF
TO THE FIXIN'S

$1.00
Reg. SI.54

300 L W00STER

FAMIUT
RESTAURANT
Saddle UP for

■0W1ING GREEN

Roy Rogers

2741 WOODVILLE RD.
T01ED0
Good Only
March 10,1976

Jaa

Family Restaurant.

•r1
***»

WE'VE "BEEFED UP" OUR
CHUCK WAGON TO SERVE
YOU FASTER & BETTER!

ARMY ROTC BASIC CAMP 1976
FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON HOW YOU CAN ATTEND
THE ROTC BASIC CAMP THIS SUMMER AND THEN
BE A PART OF THE ARMY ROTC PROGRAM CONTACT
CAPTAIN THOMAS O. WHIPPLE IN 1S7 MEMORIAL
HALL OR CALL 372-2477.

Page 4/The BC News. Wednesday, March 10, 1976
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GREAT SCOT EVERYDAY
THRIFTY PRICES ON BRANDS
YOU CAN TRUST, CHOOSY
fiifNDit >ooi> tioati
CHOICE MEATS * KOOl KRISP
. Wl
•■ QUALITY 1»f PRODUCE
III i meritnil Store

GreatScot f
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Kissinger opposes nuclear agreement
WASHINGTON (AP) -- A
congressionally proposed
Russian-American
agreement lo cut off the
sale of nuclear fuels to West
Germany and France would
be blackmail and "might
wreck the moral unity of
the West," Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger
said yesterday.
The secretary testified
before the Senate
Government Operations
Committee on a bill
designed 10 prevent the
spread of nuclear arms and
technology.
Kissinger opposed the bill

on grounds that it is too
restrictive and could damage
American foreign policy.
His main dispute was over
proposals by Sen. Abraham
Ribicoff calling on the
United States and Russia to
jointly restrict the sale of
raw nuclear fuels to
countries who do not follow
tough intern i-tional
restrictions on nuclear
equipment.
FRANCE and West
Germany were picked out
by Ribicoff as the subjects
of the American-Russian
agreement because they sell
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Violence jolts Lebanon
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BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP)
- Street gangs in Beirut and
northern Lebanon kidnaped
24 persons and killed six
Others yesterday, police
reported, as new violence
threatened the country's
seven-week-old civil war
truce.
Army deserters seized a
southern Lebanese garrison,
and President Suleiman
Franjich cautioned that the
recurrent mutinies might
touch off an Israeli invasion
and perhaps even a new
Mideast war.
At Franjieh's request,
Syrian Foreign Minister
Ahdul ll.ilmi Khaddam and
the Syrian air force
commander. Ll. Gen. Naji
Jamil, came to Beirut to
icsume mediation among
squabbling Lebanese
politicians. Syria arranged
the current cease-fire

between Christian and
Moslem factions on Jan. 22.
"We must unite and
cooperate to rescue the
country," Premier Rashid
Karami told a parliament
session.
Karami said the street
violence and army
dissension were sparked by
a "trivial holdup" at the
northern Lebanese town of
Kobayyat that mushroomed
into four days of fighting in
which II persons were
killed last week.

plutonium
borders.

nuclear plants to other
countries and allow the
buyers to reprocess and
keep plutonium. an essential
material to produce atomic
explosives. The United
States requires countries
receiving its technology to
reprocess and store

outside

Kissinger conceded that
France and West Germany
do not meet American
standards in this area.
However, he said "the only
thing we are not prepared to
do is to cooperate with the
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

Judo Club practice/work-out Rm. 201 Hayes 7:30-9:30
p.m.

IOND0N TO:
ATHENS 157- KOMI S«<
PARIS SIS'
ZURICH S40
MILAN $44- UICaONAS40
•MSUIOAM TO ATHENS Ml'
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NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS

352-5163

Sto-ft it aid c/itc£-*ut tux;
TREASURE HUNT OF KRAFT
CHEESES SALE1
*7&cu 'te uUtU fax

* 2 bdrm furnish
* air condition

& futxtcc*

4H*C&&

* free cable
* washer/dryer

OVEN FRESH KITCHEN CREATIONS!

* 521 E. Merry St.

OLD FASHIONED SUGAR CREAM PIES »

* 824 Sixth St.
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Why
Myadec?

• •IN-.i >OOD s'
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High-potency vitamin
formula with minerals
DORSEVS DRUGS. INC.

Wl RESERVE OUANTITY RIGHTS
PBICIS GOOD THROUGH MARCH 14, IOTA
Wl ACCEPT FEDERAL FOOO STAMPS

F. to suW. Spr. Uti. Will
bargain. J52-8286.

Suzuki 500 w/wirid tSrSmr
luggage rack jud fiuck
excel, cond. Honda 'JO
street bike. 100 mpg. O.ivr
2-3280.

PERSONALS

Active Christiana Today Bible studies; 603 Clough St. 2 & 3
p.m.

Alpha Sigs thought the
surprize birthday party was
great; Thanx Alpha Gams,

Gay Union meeting Rm. 203 Hayes, 8:00 p.m.
Sigma Xi Chapter meeting Rm. 140 Overman Hall, 7:30
p.m.
The Way meeting Perry Rm.. Union. 7:00 p.m.
LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Light blue down
lacket at Kreisher Sat. nite.
2-5641.
RIDES
Need 1 rider to helD with
driving & expenses from Atlanta to BG Mar. 28. 3521812,
Need ride to No. Carolina,
spr. brk. Call 352-1159. Will
pay half.
Ride wanted Cleve. Hts.
Thur. March 18. Will pay.
Call 372-2261.
Need ride desperately to NJ.
or Easter, Pa. Fri. ot spr.
brk. Jean. 2-5175.
HELP WANTED

* Summer or Fall
leases avail.

offer. 2-3Sb5.

Women In Business meeting Placement Office. Stud. Ser.
Bldg. 7:30 p.m.

FRANCO AMERICAN

SPAGHEni 2

1 m. spi. own rm. $75/mo.

f52-2t»i atia s\ I r

WRdoRSday. Fi^arch 10. 1976

ATTENTION! BGSU
BUSINESS STUDENTS We
need good typists,
secretaries w/sborthand
&.oi dictaphone to work
temporary assignemts for a
number of large companies
in the Toledo area. Good
Pay-No Fees. We will be
interviewing on Sat., March
20th 9:00 to 1:00.
CONTEMPORARY GIRLS.
5445 Southwyck Blvd.
865-8069.
Cleveland area students
summer work w/career
potential. Full company
package provided. Limited
number of management
training positions available.
Call tor personal interview
in Cleveland 216-884-3039.
College students! Let us
show you how you can earn
top pay for part time work.
Help pay your tuition by
working 1 weekend per
month. Veteran's Qualify
w/no additional active duty.
For further into, call
353-8821.

111 Railroad Street

SERVICES OFFERED

Bowling Green. Ohio
43402

Need PHOTOGRAPHS?
Undergrad and SENIOR

SPECIALS. Passports,
applications. WEISSBROD
STUDIO. 123 W. Wooster.
352-2142.
EMPA Emotional and
Material Pregnancy Aid. We
care. 352-6236 M&F 1-3
p.m. Tu. & Th. 6:30-9:30
p.m.
Board your plants w/ the
plant lady during vacations!
Call 352-1809 for rates &
arrangements.
WANTED
2 f. rmmt. for spr. qtr. $56
& elec./mo. 352-0153 after
5:00.
Need 1 f. to sublet spr. close
to campus. 352-0882.
1 m. to subl. spr.
bargain 352-8371.

Will

Sigma Chi's-Hera Day was
loads of fun. Thanx for the
tea-the AXV
FREE
Admission
Humanities Cluster College
Play UNDER MILK WOOD.
Joe E. Brown Theatre. 8
p.m. Wed. & Thurs.

Thanks to tr-e Beta Mu's of
Alpha Z Delta for a
fantastic spring opener. The
Brothers of DT.
To Alpha Srg Pat Boyle:
Your old Teke buddy Jim
Hooker wishes you great
success in the future
H.C.-Thanks for the
weekend and for being my
big. Taz.
Carole: Congrats on the
Gamma Phi Activation.
Always. Bob.
Special Ed Maiors summer
job as camp counselor. YES
residential camp program
for EMR girls. Located in
Painesville, O. If interested
call 1-865-4186.

Need 1 f. rmmte. for'76-77
yr. at U. Village 85/mo. Call
imm. 352-1297 after 4.

Coming Soon...Pre-spring
rush. Sigma Nu Linda
Lovelace Film Festival.
Thur. March 11th.

2 f. rmmts. needed 75-76.
352-6473.

FOR SALE

1 f. rmt. to subl. spr. qtr.
Univ. Vill. ' $65/mo.
352-7717.

Airedale Shepard Pups.
Shots & wormed. Free
352-5029 after 8 p.m.

1 f. rmt. spr. qtr. 2 story
house $65/mo. incl. utll.
Barb 352-1290.

Used furniture for sale. Best
offer 321 N. Main before
10:30 a.m. or leave message
w/ph. no.

2 f. rmmts. for spr. qtr.
close to campus 1 mo. free.
352-2839.
1 m. rmmte. for spr. qtr.
352-7646.
1 f. rmt. spr. qtr. House.
Own rm. 65/mo. 352-2436.
1 f. to subl. house spr. qtr.
$60/mo. util. pd. 1 bik.
from campus. 352-7446.
1 f. to subl. apt. spr. qtr. for
2 mo. just $67.50 plus elec.
352-3185 after 5.
1 I. rm. needed 76-77
80/mo. all util pd. close,
own rm. Leslie, 352-5994.

New stereo component
system. $325 sell for $195.
BSR turntable. 2 sp
SANSUI recev. 352-4129.
Tape Player $25 1 pr. size 9
Reiker Ski boots. 352-2251.
Nordica Ski boots, size 6,
used once. $95 new, make
offer, 352-6981.
Yamaha guitar, a sturdy
case, excel, tone. Kim,
2-5072.
Rotel 1210 Integrated amp.
60 watts RMS/channel. (11
mo. old) $225 or best offer.
2-3955. Bose 501 Series II
speakers. $$225 or best

Vivitai 90-230 mm ' .
zoom telephoto lens with
T-4 mounts to M Nikon ,ind
Minolta cameras
Asking

$100. Call Lance
352-5705 or 372-2003.

al

FOR RENT
2 bdrm. furn. apt avail,
rmm.
reduced
iati?
3525239 or 823-7555 alter
5.
Spiller
& Violet 131 E.
Court, BG. 14 2 bdrm.
furn. apts. w/m 2 blks of
campus. Summer oi
fall
leases.
352-5239
or
823-7555 after 5.
2 bdrm. unfuin. apt. to
subl. thru Aug. 31-834 1st

St. 150/mo. Call Betlv
Baker 352-5163 or Pjt
352-0467
Furn. effec. apt. avail
immed. Good location
352-4650 til 5.
2 bdrm hse. avail, immed
$250/mo . plus u 111
352-4650 til 5: 353-1442
after 5.
Lrge 2 bdrm. apts. for J
students near campus
$80/mo per student. 9 mo.>|
leases. Ph. 352-7365.
Single rms. for m. or t,
students near campus
w/cooking. spr. qtr*
352-7365.
Campus Manor has spr. qtr
openings for m & f, to fill 4
man apts. 352-9302 or,
352-7365 evenings.
Campus Manor now renting
for su. & fall. Special
summer rates. Fall rates
from $80/mo up all util. pd
except electric. Gas. heat &
a/c. Ph 352-9302 or
352-7365 eve.
1 bdrm. unfurn. apt. to
sublet spr. qtr.. marriede
couple or serious students]
p ref. near campus.
352-6981.
Sublet 1 bdrm., full bath.I
garage. 352-2350 before!
noon, for spr. & summer.
1 bdrm. furn. apt. to subl.l
sum. 2 blks. form campus I
352-1369.
Student Room-men 3. blks.
Univ. Kitchen; private|
entrance. 352-8043.
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newsnotes Upward Bound fills gaps

[Teaching opportunities
may increase by 1980
By Marilyn Dillon
Staff Reporter
The number of job
opportunities for teachers
| may sharply increase by
1980.
"I'm predicting that to)
' could be more openings for
teachers beginning in the
early 1980s." Dr. David G.
Elsass, dean of the College
of Education, said.
Elsass said he is basing his
prediction on the loss of
14.107 Ohio teachers last
year because of resignation,
retirement, and death
compared to the 13.265
.new teachers graduated
I from Ohio colleges and
universities.

will be financially capable
of early retirement.
The Universityl which
graduates about 11 per cent
of Ohio teachers yeidy.
graduated 1,828 new
teachers in 1973 but only
1,424 in 75. There are an
expected I..'20 graduating
teachers this year.
Elsass said the reason for
the decrease could be the
number of career options
that recently have opened
for women. Many women
are majonng in business and
p re-professional programs,
he said.

ANOTHER factor which
could effect a future teacher
shortage is the recent
adoption by the Ohio Board
"IF THIS trend of Education of higher
continues, and we have standards for teacher
icas.ii to believe it will, the certification. These
result will be a shortage of . standards probably will be
qualified teachers." Elsass fully implemented by 1980.
Elsass said some teachers in
said.
Recent easing of the job pool may have to
retirement rules for upgrade their educational
backgrounds to compete
teachers has at least
with recent college
partially caused the increase
in the number of teachers graduates.
"I would hate to see
leaving their jobs, he said. If
again what we saw in the
inflation continues to level
off. he added.more teachers 40s, 50s and even the early

By Martha Moore

CIA documents

60s--tempoiaiy teaching
certificates for those with
substandard training 10 fill
teacher vacancies," Elsass
said.
He said the major
shortages will piobably be
of male and high school
teachers. Only 20 per cent
of the present freshman
class in education are males
compared to 40 per cent in
1973.
The number of students
who will graduate with Ingli
school certification has also
decreased in past years.
"It's the old lav. of
supply and demand," Bsasi
said. "Already we'te
beginning to see shortages
of teachers in mathematics,
the physical sciences and In
some areas of special

education."
"The effect in the next
tew years won't be too
noticeable because of
oyersupply." Elsass said.
"I'm not trying to
mislead people but I think
there is some change
developing and I'm looking
ahead four and five scars,,"
Elsass said.

WASHINGTON (AP) •- ihaimian Otis G. Pike said
yesterdas his House intelligence committee stall has
■Mounted for 200 of 232 documents the CIA describes
as lost. He accused the CIA and Slate Department of
conducting "a media eveni" 10 discredit the committee.
Pike (l)NVl lolil tin- House Ins staff went to CIA
headquarters Monday afternoon and accounted foi the

200 documents before quitting foi the night,
He said lie would not send the staff back to the CIA.
"Dial's all we're going to do." Pike decided.
He iccuMd the State Department of leaking to the
media lasi week the contents ol J lettei to the chairman
from CIA Counsel Mitchell Rogovm contending that the
documents could not be accounted for.

Airborne escape
BANGKOK. Thailand (AP)-A young South
Vietnamese aii force lieutenant, accompanied b> his
wife, loin children and a mechanic, flew i hellcoptei
300 miles from South Vietnam to Thailand Monda) m
the first known airborne escape from South Vietnam
since l.i.i Ma>. a Thai provincial goventoi reported
yesterday,
Boonclmas SiNal.ik.ini. govcmoi ol lliailaiul's
Chantaburi province. loJd die Associated Press b> phone
thai Ihe South Vietnamese pilot, an officer in the fallen
Sllgon regime, did no) Wish 10 live under the Communist
-xsicni ,nid had planned Ins getaway toi two months,
The pilot look oil from the Mekong Rivei cm of Can
Tlio earl) Monday morning and was forced to land near
a uir.il gttolhw station about 130 miles southeast ol
Bangkok when his ciali ran oui of fuel, die goscinoi
said. The pilot reportedly was trying to make ii to the
I s run Ulapaoaii base ■outheast oi Bangkok.

.Guerrilla infiltration escalated in Rhodesia
SALISBURY. Rhodesia
l (AP) •■ Rhodesia yesterday
I reported escalating
infiltration by Soviettrained guernllas along the
entire length of its 800-mile
border with Mozambique
and said it was
strengthening its
counter-insurgency forces.
The white minority
government has beefed up
antiguernlla units by 60 per

cent since January and
settled neatly 200.000
African tribesmen along the
frontier to resist infiltration,
Ted Sutton-Pryce, deputy
minister in Prime Minister
Ian Smith's office, said.
He told a n ews
conference guerrilla
operations have spread in
the last two months from
Rhodesia's northeast comet

to the entire length of the
Mozambique frontier and
the government now gets
daily reports of guerrilla
activity.
MOZAMBIQUE, a lornier
Portuguese colon) with a
Marxist government.
declared last week thai a
"state of war" exists with
Rhodesia and ordered a

botdei blockade.
I n South Africa,
meanwhile, sources reported
thai ihe immediate threat oi
wai ai Angola's bordei with
So ii lh Afl icin T II led
Namibia, oi South-Wesl
Africa, hail faded, ltoops oi
the Angolan Marxist regime
and siippoiting Cuban
farces have stopped ihdi
southward march towaid

ihe bindei. ihe SOUSCeS said.
Rhodesia's Sutton-Pryce
predicted that Soviet •armed
guerrilla attacks against his
countr) would continue
even it a settlement is
reached in constitutional
talks resuming tomorrow
between the white minority
government and moderate
black nationalist leadei
Joshua Nkomo.

A)bs the Word.

Wednesday Is

The now word at Pisanello's it Italian submarine sandwiches.
Tasty capacolo ham. moitodella bologna spicy salami, mozarella
cheese on (ranch bread, and topped by your choice of swJeeV'
fried peppers or pizzo sauce is a sub worth introducing.
Small SI.35 —large$2.50

PIZZA NIGHT
at Crusty's Pizza

The Upward Bound
program on campus
provides "positive directions
for minority students."
according to Martin II.
Williams, a graduate
■Stistanl working with
Clifford C. Brooks, the
progiam's director.
"It is obvious that
throughout the country the
quality of education on high
school levels does noi meei
up to the standards
expected on a college level."
Williams said, adding that
"hi oidcr lo make up tor
the inefficiency in out
system. Upward Bound
programs an- needed lo fill
the gap and provide special
attention foi (hose who are
in need."

HE SAID disregard foi
Ihe lowei leading levels and
Ihe high school dropout
rates, particularly the large
minority drop-out rate, is

reinforcing ne gal ive
scholasticism.
Williams said that
Congress a n d ol her
budgetary forces believe
that special programs such
as Upward Bound. I no. and
Talent Search should be
de-emphasized
because
middle class parents are
claiming a righl to funds
now used foi special
programs.
"I don't think they'll be

phased out because research
"These work/study
statistics and educators have students, through their job
indicated lo all of society responsibilities, gain
that oui basic educational experience and training thst
system has tailed not only they can apply to their
the low socio-economic various majors; it afco
class but also ihe middle improves then learning
class. Rather than phasing
skills." Williams said.
out such piograms. they
The program also
should be expanded lo provides counseling services.
include all victim ol' the
' • I COUNSEL
current educanonal system. undergraduate students who
including the middle class." are member, of the Student
Williams said
Development Program."
"My Upwaid Bound Williams said.
dunes include preparing .'0
Williams helped devise a
high school scinois foi lest called Diiectional
future college careers. I also Occupational Inventory.
supervise six Upward Bound Pie test helps evaluate the
Students on campus who direction of Upward Bound
have shown poleiiu.il, members and measure their
leadership and outstanding ability to set objectives.
character," Williams said
Williams explained.
He said the program
WILLIAMS explained Informs students about the
that these six students positive results of a college
p i o d u c e a m o n i h I \ education and attempts to
newsletter. The\ also have implement and introduce
official duties such as new stud) techniques for
typing and running errands
students.
On occasion, these students
"Woiking for Upward
scive as teachet assistants in Bound has made me realize
tutorial sessions
thai oui educational system
"Ms job is lo see to il *s in desperate need of
ilial Ihe job or jobs .ne special programs," Williams
fulfilled." Williams said
said

Save The News
March 13

tonight,

99C spaghetti,
PQCjIrQl'S
1004 S. Main, B.G.
Ph. 352-7571

■<

Fast free delivery 352-5166

pgsgf^k*
A pizza never had it so good.

%%\%\%Ve^SV.-sTAV.V.VVWVW

$

1.00 Off Any Large
or Extra Large Pizza
5-8 P.M.
532 E. Wooststr

Din* in or pickup
Ph. 352-3551

PHI
MU'S

■C
LJ

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APTS.
UNIVERSITY COURTS APTS.

J

NOW LEASING FOR FALL RENTALS

"Z CONVENIENT TO CAMPUS, ICE ARENA, FOOTBALL
I; STADIUM. LIBRARY, SHOPPING, MOVIE THEATERS
>
AND RESTERAUNTS

>

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

%
>

OR STOP AT 235 MERCER
(LAST BUILDING SOUTH ON MERCER)

5

352-0164

TWIN6

J

osr A err

rYlOftE eXCiT»vl6.7

OOOOWEEM

must be able to relocate
entire summer
must be independent
must be hard worker
Interviews today 2 and 4 pm
Crohgan Room of Union
Come see ii this is lor you.

COME ONE,
COME ALL
Linda Lovelace
Film Festival

HOT TO
HUSTLE

PHI MU FLAMUR
MAR. 13.1976

A VERA GE SA VED $2 7 00

•••••••••••••••••••••••It
WANT TO -T*iV SC4CE-

ARE

ARE YOU?

SUMMER JOBS

Pre-Spring Rush 7:30 to ?

FINALS WEEK SPECIAL
FREE Quart of Coke with any Large Pizza!
We're also open till 2 a.m. during finals week
OFFER GOOD MARCH 16-19,1976 NO CHECKS PLEASE
P
U
352-5221The PiIia
*°P
off

Bowling Green.
LISTEN TO WAWR SPORTS

SIGMA i
NU
DOGS-N-SUDS WILL BE SERVED

:•*•** * * *••••••••••••

WMU last obstacle to St. Louis rematch
By Din Garfidd
Assistant Sports Editor

In the past four years of watching Falcon hockey, there
have been many outstanding memories which have helped
make the program the growing giant jt is in the nation's
Division I hockey circuit.

Remember these: The great Central Collegiate Hockey
Association (CCHA) playoff championship the Falcons
garnered in 1972-73 by upsetting St. Louis.
How about the fantastic find four minuies in the 6-4 loss
to Michigan Tech here In 1973-74? With a capacity crowd
going berserk, BG scored four goals to stun the nation's
number one ranked team.
THE 1973-74 season was also the rookie year for coach
Ron Mason. Although it was Mason's poorest coaching
record, 20-19, it marked the beginning of Ihe foundation
for a new biand of hockey al Bowling Green-big lime
winning.
Last year was the cornerstone of thai foundation. The
young Falcons upset Ihe top East Coasl club, Boston
University and Western power Michigan Stale enroule to
climbing into the nation's lop ten for the first time ever.
This year, a third-ranking in the nation and big wins over
Notre Dame, RPI, Clarkson and Canada's top-ranked
Toronto University added more lusler to the up-and-coming
BG program.
With the fate of losing and playing in the Si. Louis Arena
staring them in Ihe face, the Falcons played one of their
most determined games ever.
TO THE AWE of ihe Billiken fans, the Falcons
completely dominated Ihe hometown favorites, securing a
3-3 lie and winning Ihe CCHA regular-season tie. The win
also secured home-ice advantage for the CCHA playoffs this
weekend.

Nevertheless, one last obstacle stands in the way of a
possible rematch with St. Louis this, weekend. The BG icers
host Western Michigan (WMU) tonight in first round action.
The CCHA semifinal game begins at 7:30 in the Ice Arena.
When Western took on the Falcons prior to last season, it
was usually only practice lo play the Broncos. Bui two
losses to the Broncos last season changed thai thinking.
BG came back and won all four regular season contests.
Although the 6-2, 6-3, 6-3 and 4-2 wins have been

CCHA Tickets
Ticket sales continue todav m the Memorial Hall
ticket office for tonight's Bowling Green-Western
Michigan hockey playoff game at Ihe Ice Arena.
Tickets are $2.50 for reserved. 52 for adults and SI
for students. Tickets will also be sold or exchanged
tonight at Ihe gate.
If the Falcons win tonight's game, the CCHA final
series will be played al the Ice Arena Friday and
Saturday night.
Students holding hockey ID cards rrfay purchase
tickets for the final series beginning tomorrow. Any
unsold tickets will go on sale on Friday.
'flu1 Memorial Hall ticket office is open weekdays
from 9 a.m. until noon and from 1-5 p.m.

O PORTS
'

•

By BiU Eslep
Assistant Sports Editor
Page 6

'

Women cagers take fourth
University Thursday nigh I.
The Ladybirds crushed die
Bowling Green's woman's Big Red, 82-36.
"It was an enjoyable
basketball learn finished
fourth in stale lournamenl game," Hager said. "It
aclion over Ihe weekend al turned out to be an easy
victory. Everyone played,
Cedarville College.
As expected, Ohio Stale and everyone scored."
Jenny Gill had lb points
University repeated as stale
champions. Ashland College for Ihe Falcons and Bobbie
I iiili- added 10 and grabbed
and the University of
eight rebounds.
Cincinnati finished second
"We pul il all together
and third respeclively.
for the Cedarville game,"
"I am very proud of the
team." siad head coach Sue. Hager said of Friday night's
73-60 win. "Our defense
Hagcr. "They are Ihe best
was the best this year."
group of girls I have ever
Little look top scoring
coached while al Bowling
Green. There is nothing honors with 25 poinls and
wrong wiih being fourth in also pulled in 13 rebounds.
Cathy Bunion had 17 poinls
the slate."
for Cedarville.
The women cagers had
"Bobbie is a very stable
Ii I tie difficulty in Iheir player," ihe BG mentor
opener against Denison said. "We con always count
By Sue Caser

Falcon coach Ron Mason watches the action.

Rifle Club
The Bowling Green rifle team finished fourth in the final
Ljke Erie Intercollegiate Rifle Conference tournament las)
weekend, scoring 2,569 points out of a possible 3.000.
The disappointing finish dropped the Falcons to fourth
place in the final league standings. Going inlo the tourney,
the riflers were in the thick of the title fight.
BCS FINAL season record is 20-8. but two important
meets lie ahead. A match with Eastern Michigan here
frWay to determine the Northern Ohio-Southern Michigan
dwnpianship and ihe Michigan-Ohio League tournament
April 3 remain on the Falcons' schedule.

Intramural notes
The Smiths of Bromlield Hall captured the all-campus
basketball title Monday night with a 47-29 win over Kappa
Sigma fraternity.
The Smiths won the independent title last week,
flopping the Popcorns, 46-36 in Memorial Hall. In earlier
action, the Smiths defeated the Hounds of Rodgers, 42-22.
for the dorm title.
I Kappa Sigma had beaten Phi Delta Theta. 48-43, and Phi
Kappa Tau. 46-36, to capture its second straight fraternity
■ Itown.

...

Sigma Phi Epsilon and Pi Kappa Alpha tied for first place
In the fraternity swimming championships. New meet
records were set in Ihe independent division by G. Baus in
the 50-yard backstroke (27.6), R. Hensien in (he 50-yard
. breaststroke (30.7) and the medley and freestyle relays.

NEVERTHELESS. Mason said beating the Broncos four
times this year has given his club confidence to handle
WMU.
"If we would have lost both games al Si. Louis, it would
have been lough lo gel up for ihis game." the BG coach
remarked.
r

"But ihe fact we got tied and
won the league has]
helped greatly."
Goalie Mike Liul, who is rumored to be a first or"
second-team all-American, will be in Ihe nets for the
Falcons tonight. Al Sarchaman. who came off a knee injury ]
to play superbly Sunday, will man the nets Friday If BG |
wins I on i glu.
/
"I don'l think we're going lo pla> ihem any differently."
Mason said. "Well play our physical-type of game like we
do with every team we play."
According lo Mason. Western's strong point, is its1
forwards. Leading the Broncos are lop-scorers Rob Hodge,
Sieve Smith. Tim Dunlop and Phio Eve.Hodge leads the club
with 54 poinls.
"•-

Spikers fail to qualify

The BG I\e^J
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impressive, coach Mason is still worried about Western
bee anting inspired enough to beat the Falcons.
"I think Ihey (Western) will be inspired, no question
about it," Mason said yesterday. "They're coming in here
with nothing to lose and everything to gain."

Cavaliers Tickets
The Alumni Affairs Office is sponsoring another
BG-Cleveland Cavaliers nighl March 27 al Ihe Richfield
Twp. Coliseum.
The Cavaliers, currently lighting for an NBA playoff
berth, will host the Milwaukee Bucks lhai evening al 8.

on her, and she came
through for us Ihis
weekend."
Bui no one could come
ihrough for Ihe Falcons as
Ihey lost lo Ashland. 75-56,
Saturday. BG shot a mere
24 per cent lo Ashland's 42
per cent.
"We jusl couldn'l score,"
Hager said. "Our defense
wasn't bad, but wc couldn'l
generate anything
offensively."
Gill was the only Falcon
player lo score in double
figures againsl Ashland with
12 poinls.
In the consolalion game
lo determine the third and
fourth place finishers BG.
after holding a 16-point
lead, lost lo Ihe University
of Cincinnati. 77-71.
"Il was a disappointing
loss," Hager said. "They
switched from a zone
defense lo a man-to-man
and we just ran out of
steam.
"Cincinnati made 23 out
of 35 foul shot attempts."
she said. "We were seven for
11. That's really where we
lost it."

A familiar name in
collegiate track and field
will he absent from this
weekend's NCAA Indoor
Championships--Bowling
Green.

March 23 with a dual meet
at Aubum and iravel lo
Gainesville for the
prestigious Florida Relays
March 26-27. Ihe initial
relay meet in Ihis Olympic
year.
Despile not qualifying
BG did break or equal llirce
season besl and two
personal besl performances.
Junior Brian Sloim
equalled his besl timing of
Ihe year of 6 2 in ihe
60-yard dash lo ,'ice
second lo Western
Michigan's Maik Childrcss.
Childress won Ihe even I
with an identical 6.2.

For the
flrsl
time
ever, ihe Falcon ihinclads
will not be represented al
Ihe nationals, which begin
Friday at Detroit's Cobo
Hall.
Plagued by injury and
illness much of Ihe season.
Bowling Green, who placed
second al 1972 NCAA's,
failed to qualify in any of
Senior captain Ron
the 17 NCAA sanctioned Taylor was Ihe Falcons'
events al last weekend's lone champion in the
Mid-American Conference non-scoring, 10 learn meet
(MAC) Invitational al in Ihe 440-yard., dash in
49.0.
Western Michigan.
"We were disappointed
IN ADDITION. Juan
from the standpoint that wc
didn't qualify," assistant Irwin clocked a 7.5 lo lake
coach Tom Wright said, fourth in Ihe 60-yard high
"but al the same time, il hurdles and distance ace
was optimistic in that we Bob Lunn took fourth in
had some personal besls In Ihe three-mile run in
I3:5".6.
the field event area.
In the field events. Jell
"Our running events
weren't bad," he said. "Now Opcll tecorded a season and
we can relax momentarily personal best in the pole
for the spring trip. We know vault with his 15-0, sixth
Aubum is going lo be lough place finish.
and ihe Florida Relays will
Although he didn't place.
be competitive."
Les Li n hart notched a
THE FALCONS embark
on their second spring trip
in three years Tuesday,

Little Sigs:
The buffalo and party
was the best yet.

...
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PROCEEDS GO
TO THE
WALLACE
VILLAGE
FOR CHILDREN

would like to
congratulate their
new officers
for 76 - 77

GREENBRIAR
NORTH
NOW LEASING FOR FALL
UNFURNISHED EFFICIENCY
FROM'85
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
FROM '90
1 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
FROM* 160
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED
FROM* 165

CALL 352-0717

FOR RENTAL
INFORMATION

President
V. President

SUNDAY BARGAIN MATINEES
AomnoMvsi.Mi

NOMINATED FOR 9 *C*DEMY ***IDS

HELD'
OVER!

'MUM

BEST"""

• OX OMICI
OPtN*
AlMl'M

ACTOB

the bros. of

SIGMA CHI
PANCAKE DINNER

Russians in a dual meet lasl
Saturday in Leningrad. The
AUU-sponsoied American
men and women's teams
lost by a combined score of
171-117.

...AUSTUOCMTS S1.M..-W1TMI.O.I

W, Miller and J. Fisher took die all-campus racquelball
doubles title with a 21-6, 21-8 victory in ihe final match.

CALL 352-0717

• • •

Falcon head coach Mel
Brodl returned yesterday
morning from his (rip lo
Russia, where he served as a
coach of die United Slates
I earn thai faced ihe

BARGAIN PRICES

Thanks
we Luv ya

■RAND NEW 2 BEDROOM
UNFURNISHED ARTS
ON CAMPUS LOCATION
'ISO & ELECTRIC

THE DISTANCE medley
and mile relay foursomes
also placed. The distance
medley squad of Rick
Hutchinson, Taylor, Gary
Desjardins and Dan Dunton
clocked a
season-best
1003.0 lo finish second lo
Eastern Michigan's winning
time ol 9:58
The mile relay quartet
squad ol Taylor.
Zimmerman. Ivor Imanuel
and Hutchinson came in
fifth in 3:20.6.

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NrCHT

ALL UNIVERSITY sludenls, faculty, staff, alumni and
guests ordering tickets through Ihe Alumni Office can
purchase regular $6 tickets for the game for jusl $3.
All orders must be received al Ihe Alumni Office by
Friday March 19.

SPRING QUARTER
SPECIAL

season and career besl
performance in the shot pul
with his 50-6 3/4 toss.
School record holder Lew
Maclin added a second place
in the triple jump with a
48-1 leap, while Tom
Newbem scored anolher
field event placing with his
22-3, sixth-place effort in
the long jump.

CINEMA 1
TONI_
'CUCKOO'S
NESr AT
7:10 AND
9:39 P.M.
ASK ANYONE
WHO HAS
SEENITI

CINEMA 2

NOW

CCNC
AtMNCLU
DUCT
HACl\MAW
GE>*CU*

LUCKY
LADY'
TONIGHT
AT 7:20
AND 9 30P.M

John Mitchell
Jim Senger

Recording Sec

Mike Ruggeri

Corresponding Sec
Treasurer

Dave Cochran
Don Zirkle

House Guide

Tony Vertuca

Sgt-at-Arms

Jerry Kuamoo

PR

Rick Spaulding

and
special thanks
to the old officers
for a fob medium rare.

NOW OPEN
WEEKENDS!
PONTAGE
DRIVE-IN
r>oa.»oo,nowto«oicrr

CWCM!* SHUT coo

■WattTCiaciirOartCOkUt wct,iuw
icgagrntnm ncmoo cow >iw<4

CLAZEL

1

wSSBt

OUR ENGAGEMENT OF .
BLAZING SADDLES" IS A THEATRE!
RENTAL... OUR POPULAR $1.00 ALL
SEATS WILL BE IN EFFECT
FOLLOWING THIS ENGAGEMENT!

